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The new intelligent Dell EMC Edge Gateways help companies connect 
OT/IT environments and extract value from edge-generated data with no 
interruptions to their infrastructure. Available in two models, series 3200 and 
5200, these edge gateways enable enterprises to collect, consolidate, and 
perform lightweight analyses on the vast data generated from multiple edge 
devices. Designed in a rugged, fan-less design, the Dell EMC Edge Gateways 
are compact and robust enough to endure 24/7/365 operations. They power 
real-time insights that will lead to better efficiency, lower costs, and greater 
performance for your business.

Actionable insights where you need them
Dell EMC Edge Gateways bridge your legacy systems and modern sensors 
to the internet, enabling you to collect and process live streams of data at the 
edge, reducing response time and saving bandwidth. With the power of the 
underlying Intel Core-I and Atom processors, you gain the speed and power to 
run intensive workloads to extract actionable insights valuable to your business, 
especially when combined with applications that enhance automated data 
curation and analytics capabilities. This way, you can process what is important 
locally, where and when speed matters.

Secure connectivity across OT/IT environments
Connect your edge devices through different ways: traditional LAN and 
WWAN, 4G, or 5G, plus compatibility with a breadth of sensor networks, 
control systems, and industry-standard protocols. Dell EMC Edge Gateways 
also provide optimized connectivity from edge to cloud and core, sending only 
meaningful data to the cloud or centralized data center. Since connecting 
so many infrastructure pieces requires robust security, you can rely on Dell 
Technologies’ broad IT security portfolio. 

Uninterrupted performance anywhere, anytime
Ensure that your operations and productivity keep running to boost real-time 
performance. Dell EMC Edge Gateways are designed to perform 24x7x365 in 
the most extreme environments in terms of temperature, pressure, vibration, 
humidity, and more. Engineered with an industrial-grade form factor, fan-less 
and compact design, these gateways can be used in multiple circumstances. 
And, you don’t have to compromise on energy consumption: they offer several 
features for reducing power usage so you can save even more on your 
operations by using the power volt fluctuation and alarm features.

Customizable options that fit your needs
Specifically designed for original equipment manufacturers (OEM), 
rebranding-ready versions of the gateways are also available. With a long 
lifecycle target of 5 years,we can provide a customized gateway for your 
specific business needs.
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Improve your business results and achieve greater efficiency with Dell EMC Edge Gateways

Use cases Modular design

• Industrial automation • 4G and 5G options

• Predictive maintenance • OEM ready options

• Machine control and reliability • Functional Modules

• Asset monitoring and management • Rebranding-ready options

• Data acquisition

• Quality assurance

• Security video surveillance

• Point of sales analytics

 

Stay in the know:
Reach out to our Sales Team and get the most recent updates on the Dell EMC Edge Gateway launch.

https://www.dell.com/en-uk/dt/forms/contact-us/isg.htm
https://www.dell.com/en-us/dt/solutions/edge-computing/index.htm
https://twitter.com/hashtag/SimplifyYourEdge
https://twitter.com/hashtag/SimplifyYourEdge
https://www.dell.com/en-us/dt/solutions/edge-computing/products.htm#tab0=4

